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This article set out to describe, simply and faeca!is, an organism that lives by glycolysis
clearly, what Peter Mitchell’s chemiosmotic alone, and found, to my surprise, that TCS
theory proposes and how it applies to bacte- dissociated3 metabolite accumulation from
rial physiology. It was perhaps the first ma- glycolysis. At that time, the only mechaniswas due to
jor literature review based on the premise tic hypothesis of uncoupling
4
that the theory is correct in principle. (The Mitchell and Moyle, who had shown UnSd® indicates that this paper has been cited couplers to function as proton-conducting
ionophores. We confirmed that TCS conover 560 times since 1972.]
ducts protons and suggested that it may3
short-circuit a cellular proton circulation.
During the next three years we found that
glycolyzing cells generate both the pH gradient and the electrical potential predicted
Franklin M. Harold
by the chemiosmotic theory. Well before
National Jewish Hospital
that point I was convinced that Mitchell was
Division of Molecular and Cellular Biology
right and that his ideas would revolutionize
Denver, CO 80220
bacterial physiology.
“Unfortunately, few microbiologists
seemed to see it that way. I felt that this was
October 23, 1981
chiefly a problem in communication (Mitchell’s writing tends to be abstract and quite
forbidding) and determined to bridge the
“Most scientists, even today, would rather
praise Mitchell than read him. This was gulf of incomprehension with a literature
doubly true a decade ago, when few had
review of my own. The gratifying success of
made the effort to master his chemiosmotic this effort may be due to two features: the
article set out to explain, as clearly and
theory,l and barely a handful were prepared
to base their own research upon it. The simply as possible, what the chemiosmotic
biochemical establishment, with some theory says and how it applies to bacterial
honorable exceptions, had dismissed the physiology, and it was the first major review
theory as incomprehensible and probably by someone besides Mitchell that was
wrong; microbiologists were largely un- squarely based on the premise that the
aware of the ideas that would shortly chemiosmotic theory is correct in principle.
transform our conception of how bacteria
I may have succeeded too well, encouraging
generate useful energy and perform work.
students to acquire at second hand a super“My own induction into the chemiosmoti- ficial acquaintance with a profound idea;
cists’ thin ranks had taken place just a few one must hope that a little knowledge is still
years before. In 1968, my laboratory at the
better than none.
National Jewish Hospital in Denver was
“During the past decade the chemiosmotengaged in research on antibiotics that af- ic theory has been universally accepted as
fect bacterial membrane function. My at- the basis for research and reflection on the
tention was
2 drawn to a paper by W.A. energetics of both bacterial and
5 eukaryotic
Hamilton, who claimed that the commer- cells. In my own later writings I have tried
cial antibacterial agent tetrachlorosalicyl- to explore some of these wider ramificaanilide (TCS) dissociates active transport tions. The heroic era of bioenergetics is now
from metabolism. This seemed to me unlike- past, and the academic one is under way.
ly, as substituted salicylanilides were known
But the molecular mechanisms of energy
to be potent uncouplers of oxidative phos- coupling remain to be clarified, and provide
phorylation. Jim Baarda and I therefore ex- ample fuel for the controversies that keep
bioenergetics a frontier of research.”
amined the effect of TCS on Streptococcus
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